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Abstra t{ In this paper we extend CSL (Continuous Sto hasti Logi ) with an
and an
operator, both of whi h are parameterized by a random terminal
time. With the help of su h operators we an state for example that the expe ted sojourn
time in a set of goal states within some generally distributed delay is at most (at least) some
time threshold. In addition, ertain performan e measures of systems whi h ontain general
distributions an be al ulated with the aid of this extended logi . We extend the eÆ ient
model he king of CTMCs against the logi CSL developed by Katoen
[1℄ to ater for
the new operator. Our method involves pre omputing a family of mixed Poisson expe ted
sojourn time oeÆ ients for a range of random variables whi h in ludes Pareto, uniform and
gamma distributions, but otherwise arries the same omputational ost as al ulating CSL
until formulae.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Continuous time Markov hains (CTMCs) form an important lass of models widely used
in performan e and dependability analysis. The lass is hara terised by allowing only
exponential distributions { the time that the system remains in a state is given by an
exponential distribution. This restri tion allows one to employ well established eÆ ient
analysis te hniques for both transient and steady-state probabilities, and hen e also for
determining standard performan e measures su h as throughput, mean waiting time and
average ost. Re ently extensions of temporal logi have been proposed whi h an express
su h properties. The temporal logi CSL (Continuous Sto hasti Logi ) introdu ed by Aziz
et al. [2, 3℄ and sin e extended by Baier et al. [4℄ is based on the temporal logi s CTL [5℄
and PCTL [6℄ and provides a powerful means to spe ify both path-based and traditional
state-based performan e measures on CTMCs in a on ise, exible and unambiguous way.
CSL ontains a time-bounded until operator that allows one to express properties su h
as \the probability of 3 servers be oming faulty within 7:01 se onds is at most 0.1".
Model he king of CTMCs against CSL has been improved in [7, 1℄ through the use of
uniformisation [8, 9℄ and transient analysis, and implemented in the tool PRISM [10℄. The
usefulness of this approa h has been demonstrated by a number of ase studies ranging
from a wireless ell to a exible manufa turing system.
However, in pra ti e it is often the ase that exponential distributions are not an
adequate modelling tool for apturing the behaviour of sto hasti systems. Examples of
su h situations in lude modelling le transfer over the Internet, timeouts in ommuni ation
proto ols and the residen e time in a wireless ell. For these ases the modelling framework
must be apable of handling general distributions, su h as Pareto, Erlang, gamma or
phase-type. An unfortunate onsequen e of in luding general distributions within the

modelling framework, as has been demonstrated re ently, for example in [11℄ and [12℄, is
a onsiderable in rease in the omplexity of performan e analysis, or, if using phase-type
distributions, a substantial in rease in the size of the state spa e.
In [13℄ we made an alternative proposal, namely, to remain in the CTMC framework
and instead extend the logi CSL with a variant of the time-bounded until operator whi h
allows generally distributed random time bounds. In this paper we further extend CSL
with expe ted time and expe ted reward operators whi h are parameterized by a generally
distributed random time bound. With the help of these operators we an state that
the expe ted sojourn time in a set of goal states or the expe ted reward within some
random delay is at most (at least) some time threshold. In addition, ertain performan e
properties of systems whi h ontain general distributions an be al ulated with the aid
of this extended logi . We extend the eÆ ient model he king of CTMCs against the logi
CSL developed in [1℄ to ater for the new operator. Our method involves pre omputing a
family of oeÆ ients for a range of random variables whi h in ludes Pareto, uniform and
gamma distributions, but otherwise arries the same omputational ost as al ulating
CSL until formulae.
Outline of paper. We begin by re alling the de nition of CTMCs and the logi CSL.
Next we introdu e the new expe ted time and expe ted ost operators both parameterised
by random time bound, give their semanti s and a model he king algorithm whi h uses a
family of oeÆ ients alled mixed Poisson expe ted sojourn times . Next we show that these
oeÆ ients an be al ulated by means of the algorithms developed in [13℄ for generating
mixed Poisson probability oeÆ ients. In the remainder of the paper we des ribe some
experimental results for a power management system example using these operators.
2. PRELIMINARIES

In this se tion we brie y re all basi on epts we require in the remainder of the paper.
 ) denote
Random variables. Let T denote a nonnegative random variable. We let F (F
the distribution (survival) fun tion of TR ,1i.e. F (t) = P(T 6 t) (F (t) = P(T > t)), and
E[T ℄ its expe ted value, that is E[T ℄ = 0 F (t) dt.
Continuous time Markov Chains. Let AP be a nite set of atomi propositions. A
(labelled) CTMC M is a tuple (S; ; L) where S is a nite set of states,  : S  S ! R+
is the rate matrix and L : S ! 2AP is a labelling fun tion whi h assigns to ea h state s the
set L(s) of atomi propositions valid in s. For any state s 2PS , the probability of leaving
state s within time t is given by 1 e E (s)t where E (s) = s0 2S (s; s0 ).
A path through a CTMC is an alternating sequen e  = s0 t0 s1 t1 s2 : : : su h that
(si ; si+1 ) and ti are positive for all i. The time stamps ti denote the amount of time
spent in state si . Let Path M (s) denote the set of paths of M whi h start in state s (i.e.
s0 = s); t denote
the state of  o upied at time t, i.e. t = [i℄ where i is the largest
Pi 1
index su h that j =0 tj 6 t; and Ps denote the unique probability measure on sets of paths
that start in s [4℄. Let M (s; t)(s0 ) denote the probability of being in state s0 at time t
given that the system starts in state s, i.e. M (s; t)(s0 ) = Ps f 2 Path M (s) : t = s0 g.
Moreover, let Es [℄ = E[jM(0) = s℄ for s 2 S , that is Es is the expe ted value operator
onditional to the CTMC M starting in state s.
Reward stru ture. Often a CTMC M = (S; ; L) is extended with a reward or ost
stru ture [14℄. It takes the form of a tuple (r; R), where for any s; s0 2 S : rs denotes
the rate at whi h the reward ( ost) is in urred ontinuously in s, and Rs;s0 denotes the
instantaneous reward ( ost) asso iated with the transition from s to s0 , where Rs;s = 0 for
all s. The reward Markov pro ess asso iated to M is then (M; RM ), where the reward
a umulated in the interval of time (0; t℄ is

RM(t) =

Z

0

t

rM(u) du +

Z

0

t
R

M
M(u );M(u) dN (u)

(1)

where N M is the ounting pro ess of state transitions in M, i.e., N M (u) is the number
of state transitions of M in the time interval (0; u℄.
Uniformisation. For CTMC M = (S; ; L) the embedded uniformised dis rete time
Markov hain (DTMC) (with uniformisation rate q with q > maxfE (s) : s 2 S g) is
u (M) = (S; Pu(M) ; L), where Pu(M) = I + [ diag(E )℄=q is its transition probability
matrix. We let Nq = fNq (t); t > 0g denote the (uniformising) Poisson pro ess with rate
q, independent of u(M). Then (see, e.g., [15℄), the original CTMC fM(t); t > 0g has
the same distribution as the uniformised CTMC fMq (t) = u(M)N (t) ; t > 0g. Hen e, the
distribution of the CTMC M an be hara terised ompletely through the distribution of
the embedded uniformised DTMC u(M). In parti ular, the probabilities M (s; t)(s0 ) an
be omputed as follows:
q

M (s; t) = M (s; 0) 

1
X

(qt)k
e qt
k!
k =0

h
P

u(M)

ik

=

1
X
k

=0

(k; qt)  u(M) (s; k)

(2)

where (k; qt) = e qt (qt)k =k! is the kth Poisson probability with parameter qt, and the
ve tor u(M) (s; k) denotes the probability distribution in u(M) after k epo hs when starting in s, i.e. u(M) (s; k) = M (s; 0)  [Pu(M) ℄k , where M (s; 0)(s) = 1 and M (s; 0)(s0 ) = 0
if s 6= s0 .
The logi CSL. Let a 2 AP, p 2 [0; 1℄, ./ 2 f6; >g and t 2 R + (or 1). The syntax of
CSL is:
 ::= true j a j  ^  j : j S./p () j P./p ( U 6t ) :
The semanti s of CSL for the boolean operators is identi al to that for CTL [5℄. S./p ()
asserts that the steady-state probability for a -state meets the bound ./ p, where as
P./p( U 6t ) asserts that with probability ./ p, by the time t a state satisfying will be
rea hed su h that all pre eding states satisfy . CSL model he king algorithms an be
found in [4, 7, 1℄.
In [13℄ the logi CSL was extended to in lude random time-bounded until formulae of
the form P./p ( U 6T ), where T is a nonnegative random variable. The formula asserts
that, with probability ./ p, by the random time T a state satisfying will be rea hed
su h that all pre eding states satisfy .
Mixed Poisson probabilities. For a nonnegative random variable T , we let
T (k; q ) =
R1
(
k;
q

t
)
d
F
(
t
)
denote
its
asso
iated
k
th
mixed
Poisson
probability
,
whi
h
is
equal to
0
the probability that exa tly k renewals take pla e in the uniformising Poisson pro ess with
rate q until the random time T . As reported in [13℄, for any k 2 N :
℄ (k; q ) =

U[0;t

Z

0

t

1
1  (k; qu) du = 1 X
(k; qt)
t
qt
= +1

(3)

j k

where U[0;t℄ denotes a random variable with uniform distribution on [0; t℄. EÆ ient algorithms for omputing the mixed Poisson probabilities when the distribution of the random
time T is a nite dis rete, uniform, gamma or Pareto distribution, or is a nite mixture
of distributions of these types are provided in [13℄.
3. EXPECTED TIME AND REWARD FORMULAE
WITH TIME-BOUNDS

We now extend the logi CSL to in lude expe ted time and expe ted reward operators
whi h are parameterized by a generally distributed nonnegative random variable T and
onsider model he king algorithms for su h formulae. The formulae we introdu e are of

the form E 6./TV ( ) and ER6./TV , where T is independent of the CTMC under study, is a
CSL formula and V 2 R+ . The formula E 6./TV ( ) asserts that the expe ted amount of time
on the interval (0; T ℄ that is satis ed is ./ V . Similarly, the formulae ER6./TV is true
in a state if the the expe ted reward ( ost) before the random terminal time T is ./ V .
To introdu e the semanti s of these operators, we let EM (s; E 6t ) denote the expe ted
time until t that is satis ed when starting from state s, and EM (s; RM (t)) denote the
expe ted reward until time t starting from state s. Hen e,
s j= E 6./TV ( )

where
EM (s; E 6T ) def
=

Z

, EM(s; E 6T ) ./ V & s j= ER6./TV , EM(s; RM(T )) ./ V
1

0

Z 1
EM (s; RM (t)) dF (t):
EM (s; E 6t ) dF (t) & EM (s; RM (T )) def
=

0

Rt

Here RM (t) is given by (1) and E 6t = 0 1(M(u) j= ) du; where 1(A) is the indi ator
fun tion of A, i.e., 1(A) is one if A is true and is zero otherwise. Note that, in view of (1),
E 6./TV ( ) redu es to ER6./TV using the reward tuple ( ; 0), where:  hara terises Sat ( ),
i.e.  (s) = 1 if s j= , and 0 otherwise, and 0 is a matrix with all entries null.
In the following se tions we develop model he king algorithms for formulae of the type
ER6./TV based on the approa h used for verifying time-bounded until formulae [1℄. These
algorithms may then be spe ialized to model he k formulae of the type EM (s; E 6T ) ./ V
by setting (r; R) = ( ; 0). We begin by onsidering deterministi terminal times and then
pro eed to random terminal times. Below, we presume M is a CTMC with state spa e S
and Nq denotes the uniformising Poisson pro ess with rate q, independent of the embedded
uniformised DTMC u(M).
3.1 DETERMINISTIC TERMINAL TIMES
The following result summarizes how EM (s; RM (T )) may be omputed for a general
reward stru ture (r; R) and a deterministi terminal time.
Theorem 1

For any s 2 S and t 2 R+

:

1
X
M
M
E (s; R (t)) = t (k; q)u(M) (s; k)fq (r; R)
k =0

where

t (k; q) = E
def

Z

t

0



1(Nq (u) = k) du =

Z

t

0

(4)

1
X
(k; qu) du = 1q
(j; qt)
= +1

(5)

j k

and

fq (r; R) = r + q[Pu(M)  R℄1

(6)

with  denoting the S hur or entrywise multipli ation of matri es and
unitary entries.

1 a ve tor with

We start by proving (5), whi h follows sin e, using dominated onvergen e [16℄
and the fa t that (k; qu) = P(Nq (u) = k) = E[1(Nq (u) = k)℄:

Proof.

t (k; q) = E
def

Z

0

t



1(Nq (u) = k) du =

Z

0

t

1
X
1
(j; qt)
(k; qu)du = q
= +1

j k

where the last equality follows from (3). Moreover, sin e M has the same distribution as
the uniformised CTMC fMq (u) = u(M)N (u) ; u > 0g, it follows from (1) that
q

EM (s; RM (t)) = Es
R

Z

0

t

2



3

()
X

Nq t

rM(u) du + Es 4

k

=1

(M)

Ru

R P

k

(M)

1 ;u

k

5

:

(7)

R

P

M(u) = s0) du = i s02S rs0 0t 1(M(u) = s0) du
Note that 0t rM(u) du = 0t s0 2S rs0 1(
hR
R
and, using dominated onvergen e, Es 0t 1(M(u) = s0 ) du = 0t Es [1(M(u) = s0 )℄ du =
Rt M
0
0  (s; t)(s ) du: These fa ts and (2) lead, after rearranging terms, to
Es

Z

0

t



rM(u) du =

Z

t

1
X

(k; qu)

0 k=0

u(M)

(s; k)r du =


1
X
k

=0

t (k; q)u(M) (s; k)r : (8)

Sin e Es [Ru(M) 1 ;u(M) ℄ = [Pu(M) ℄k 1 [Pu(M)  R℄1 s and E[X ℄ = E[E[X jY ℄℄ for any
random variables X and Y , for any s 2 S and t 2 R+ we have
k
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u(M) (s; k 1)[Pu(M)  R℄1

=1
t (k; q)u(M) (s; k)q[Pu(M)  R℄1 :
k

(9)

where for the last equality we have inter hanged summations and used (5). Finally, (4)
follows from (7)-(9). 
From the de nition (5), t (k; q) is the expe ted sojourn time in state k of the uniformising
Poisson pro ess. Hen e, we all t (k; q) the k-th Poisson expe ted sojourn time oeÆient (on the interval [0; t℄ with asso iated rate q). Note that, from (5), it follows that
the Poisson expe tedPsojourn
time oeÆ ients are non-in reasing, take values on the interval [0; 1=q℄, and 1

(
k;
q) = t. Thus, the expe ted sojourn times on [0; t℄ of the
t
k =0
uniformising Poisson pro ess on ea h of its states, k = 0; 1; 2; : : : , tend to be smaller
than regular expe ted sojourn times in states, whi h have expe ted value 1=q, and derease with k. Moreover, the Poisson expe ted sojourn time oeÆ ients are related to the
mixed Poisson probability oeÆ ients asso iated with the uniform distribution on [0; t℄,
t (k; q) = t U[0 ℄ (k; q), where U[0 ℄ (k; q) is the kth mixed Poisson probability asso iated
with the uniform distribution on [0; t℄, as given in (3).
The ve tor fq (r; R) asso iated with the reward tuple (r; R) denotes the ve tor of
expe ted reward per unit of time in the states of the CTMC M and is the sum of the
ve tors r and q[Pu(M)  R℄1. The ve tor r orresponds to the expe ted rewards per unit
of time a umulated ontinuously in the states of M, whereas q[Pu(M)  R℄1 asserts that
the expe ted rewards per unit of time asso iated with state transitions, whi h take pla e at
rate q in the uniformised CTMC Mq . The entry orresponding to state s of [Pu(M)  R℄1
is the expe ted reward asso iated to a random transition out from state s.
Following the approa h taken in [1℄, the omputation of EM (s; RM (t)) for all states
redu es to omputing the following sum over ve tors of oeÆ ients:
;t

;t

1
ik
h
X
M
M
E (R (t)) = t (k; q)  Pu(M)  fq (r; R) :
k =0

(10)

3.2 RANDOM TERMINAL TIMES
In this se tion we onsider formulae of the form ER6./TV , where T is a nonnegative random

variable. Below is the main observation with regards to model he king su h formulae.

Theorem 2

For any s 2 S and nonnegative random time T with nite expe ted value:

EM (s; RM (T )) =

1
X
k

=0

 T (k; q)u(M) (s; k)fq (r; R)

(11)

where, as given in (6), fq (r; R) = r + q[Pu(M)  R℄1 ; and
Z

 T (k; q) = E
def

T

0



1(Nq (t) = k) dt =

Z

1

0

1
X
t (k; q) dF (t) = 1q

= +1

T

(j; q)

(12)

j k

E[T ℄ = 1.
Proof. We start by proving (12). In view of (5) and sin e E[X ℄ = E[E[X jY ℄℄, for any
random variables X and Y ,

and this last relation also holds when

 T (k; q) = E
def

Z

0



T

1(Nq (u) = k) du =

Z

1

0

E

Z

t

0



1(Nq (u) = k)du dF (t) =

Z

0

1

t (k; q) dF (t):

Thus, (12) follows sin e using (5) and monotone onvergen e [16℄:
T (k; q) =

Z

0

1

t (k; q) dF (t) =

Z

1
11 X

0 q j =k+1

1
X
1
(j; qt) dF (t) = q

= +1

T

(j; q)

j k

by de nition of T (j; q). By Theorem 1 and de nition of EM (s; RM (T )), for any s 2 S
and nonnegative random time T with nite expe ted value, EM (s; RM (T )) equals:
Z

0

1

EM (s; RM (t)) dF (t) =
=

Z

1
1X

0 k=0
1
XZ 1
=0 0
1
X
k

=

k

=0

t (k; q)u(M) (s; k)fq (r; R) dF (t)
t (k; q) dF (t)u(M) (s; k)fq (r; R)

 T (k; q)u(M) (s; k)fq (r; R)

where the se ond equality follows by dominated onvergen e, as required. 
Note that, from the de nition,  T (k; q) is the expe ted sojourn time of the uniformising
Poisson pro ess in state k until the random time T . A ordingly, we all  T (k; q) the k-th
mixed Poisson expe ted sojourn time oeÆ ient (asso iated with the random time T and
the uniformisation rate q). The mixed Poisson expe ted sojourn time oeÆ ients enjoy
properties similar to those of Poisson expe ted sojourn time oeÆ ients. In parti ular,
the
P1 oeÆ ients  T (k; q ) are non-in reasing and take values on the interval [0; 1=q ℄, and
k =0  T (k; q ) = E[T ℄, independently of T having nite or in nite expe ted value. Moreover, using the last part of (12), it follows that limk!1  T (k; q) = 0 sin e, for any t 2 R+ :
 T (k; q) = 1q P(Nq (T ) > k) 6 1q  [P(Nq (t) > k) + P(T > t)℄ :
The mixed Poisson expe ted sojourn times are equivalent to the F -fa tors introdu ed
in [11℄ whi h are used in the al ulation of steady-state probabilities for non-Markovian

sto hasti Petri nets. Alternative proofs of some of the stated properties for the mixed
Poisson expe ted sojourn times are presented in [11℄ under more restri tive onditions.
Note that omputing EM (s; RM (T )) for all states is similar to the ase where T is
deterministi and may be done as in (10) byPrepla
ing the Poisson expe ted sojourn time
oeÆ ients byPthe  T (k; q) oeÆ ients. As 1

k =0 T (k; q ) = E[T ℄, provided E[T ℄ < 1 we
have limk!1 n>k  T (n; q) = 0. This result is in the basis of the pseudo- ode given in
Figure 1 for a generi algorithm for omputing the values of EC (s; RM (T )) with an error
of at most ", forP
arbitrary positive ". The algorithm is based on the fa t that if we hoose
(")
K (") su h that K
"= , with = maxs2S jfq (r; R)s j, then
n=0  T (n; q ) > E[T ℄
EM (RM (T ))

( )
X

K "
k

=0

 T (k; q) 

h

u(M)
P

ik



 fq (r; R) < " :

Note that the DTMC u(M) may rea h steady state before K (") and, in this ase, the
summation an be trun ated at this earlier point [17℄.

T (0; q); : : : ; T (K ("); q) su h that PkK " T (k; q) > E[T ℄
b := fq (r; R)
sol := 0
for k = 0 to K (") do
sol := sol + T (k; q)b
b := Pu M b
endfor
output : EM (RM (T )) := sol
input :

( )
=0

(

"=

)

Figure 1: Generi algorithm for omputing EM (RM (T ))
3.3 COMPUTING MIXED POISSON EXPECTED SOJOURN TIMES

From (12), it follows that the mixed Poisson expe ted sojourn times may be omputed
re ursively using the mixed Poisson probabilities through
 (k; q) =  (k 1; q) 1 (k; q)
T

T

q

T

for k 2 N , with  T ( 1; q) = 1=q. Thus, algorithms for the omputation of mixed Poisson
expe ted sojourn times when the distribution of the random time T has a nite dis rete,
uniform, gamma or Pareto distribution, or is a nite mixture of distributions of these
types, may be obtained dire tly from the algorithms given in [13℄ for the orresponding
mixed Poisson probabilities.
4. EXAMPLE

We onsider a simple power management system taken from [18℄. The model onsists of
four omponents: a servi e requester (SR) whi h generates requests to be served; a ( nite)
servi e request queue (SQ) whi h stores the requests before servi e; a servi e provider (SP)
whi h pro esses requests; and a power manager (PM) whi h monitors the states of the
other omponents and issues state transition ommands to the SP. We suppose that the
requests arrive a ording to a renewal pro ess with inter-renewal time distributed as T .

The SP has three states: sleep , idle and busy . In sleep the SP is ina tive, and hen e
no requests an be served; in idle the SP is a tive but is not working on any requests (i.e.
the SQ is empty) and in busy requests are being served. The transitions between sleep
and idle are ontrolled by the PM, while transitions between idle and busy orrespond to
the arrival of requests in the queue and the servi e of requests. In ea h state of the SP
power is onsumed at a ertain rate and there is a swit hing energy asso iated with ea h
pair of states { the energy needed for the SP to swit h between these states. Note that
requests an only be served when the SP is in state busy and we suppose that the servi e
time and transition times between the states of the SP are exponentially distributed.
We onsider the simple PM whi h swit hes the SP on (from sleep to idle) as soon as a
request arrives (the SQ be omes nonempty) and swit hes the SP o (from idle to sleep)
as soon as there are no longer any requests to be served (the SQ be omes empty).
For this system we ompute the average number of waiting requests in the SQ as the
performan e metri and the average power onsumption of the SP as the power metri .
These measures are al ulated by through the following pro edure.
 Constru t a restri ted model of the system in whi h transitions orresponding to
new requests are removed.
 In the restri ted model, al ulate the expe ted reward until the random terminal time
T for the ases when the reward stru ture orresponds to the power onsumption
and to the size of the queue.
 Constru t the embedded DTMC model
of the full system taking the time of the next
servi e request as one unit of time1 and al ulate the steady state probabilities of
this DTMC.
 Combine the expe ted reward values and steady state probabilities using the theory
of Markov regenerative pro esses [15℄ to give the performan e and power metri s.
Note that, in the restri ted model, all transitions have an exponential delay, that is, it
is a CTMC, and sin e the servi e time distribution is independent of the arrival time
distribution, the inter-arrival time distribution is independent of this model.
We onstru ted the restri ted model using the probabilisti model he ker PRISM [10℄
and then exported the generator matrix of this model to a prototype implementation in
Matlab to al ulate the measures of interest. We onsider ve di erent distributions
for the arrivals of requests: deterministi , exponential, Erlang (10 phases), uniform and
Pareto. In the Table 1 we give the results in the ase when the parameters of the system are
those given in [18℄. Moreover, in Figure 2 we have plotted the performan e metri s as the
expe ted time inter-arrival time of requests varies for ea h of the onsidered distributions.
Table 1: Performan e results for the power management model
performan e
inter-arrival time distribution
measure deterministi Erlang 10 uniform[0,b℄ exponential Pareto
power
3.0198
2.9793
2.8883
2.6714
0.3790
performan e
1.6880
1.6939
1.7145
1.7343
0.7700
As an be seen in both Table 1 and Figure 2 the expe ted queue size and the power
onsumption when requests arrive with a Pareto distribution are mu h smaller than when
requests arrive with the other distributions onsidered. This is a result of the Pareto
distribution's heavy tail , whi h means that, in the long run, many requests will not arrive
for a very long time, and hen e in these ases the servi e provider (SP) will serve all
1

This

an be a hieved following the methodology of [11℄ or by

random time-bounded until formulae on the restri ted model.

al ulating the probability of satisfying
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Figure 2: Performan e and power results as the expe ted inter-arrival time varies
pending requests, and then the system will spend a long time with the queue empty and
the SP in its sleep state onsuming very little power. Moreover, more requests are blo ked
for the Pareto distribution that with the other distributions.
The performan e metri (average queue size) for the remaining distributions is very
similar for all the other distributions onsidered whi h is not true of the power metri .
The relation between the power onsumption for the remaining distributions orresponds
to the di eren e between the \tails" of the distributions { the larger the tail the higher
the han e of the SP spending time o preserving power. For example, the deterministi
distribution is zero for all values greater than the expe ted value, whereas the uniform
distribution is zero for any value greater than two times the expe ted value, and the
exponential distribution has a heavier tail than an Erlang (with more than one phase).
For all the distributions onsidered, Figure 2 shows that as the expe ted inter-arrival
time in reases both the average queue size and power onsumption de reases. This is to
be expe ted as in reasing the expe ted inter-arrival time means that, on average, there
will be more time for the SP to serve requests between the arrival of su essive requests,
and hen e, in the long run, the queue will be smaller and more time will be spent with
the SP o (i.e. onsuming less power). Finally we note the similarity between the ases
for requests arriving with a deterministi or Erlang distribution, this is to be expe ted
as the Erlang distribution is often used as a ontinuous approximation of a (dis rete)
deterministi distribution.
5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an extension of CSL with expe ted time and expe ted reward formulae
with random time bounds where the time bound takes the form of a general nonnegative
random variable. As the example demonstrates, in ertain ases, using su h formulae
enables us al ulate performan e measures of systems whi h in lude general distributions.
It is shown that model he king for su h formulae an be eÆ iently arried out by rst
pre omputing mixed Poisson expe ted sojourn time oeÆ ients.
So far, we have only onsidered a prototype implementation in Matlab. In future we
aim to implement these algorithms in the probabilisti symboli model he ker PRISM
[10℄ in order to ta kle the veri ation of more omplex models. Additionally, we would like
to work on generalising this approa h to other important families of distributions; apply
analyti methods to nding upper bounds for K ("); and extend our approa h to express
random time intervals rather than simply the time bound T .
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